Dead discs and unstable accretion bursts:
magnetospheric accretion at low luminosities
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Hzz⇥ and the new measurements of H⇥ will be published in a paper currently
in preparation.

2. Results
In order to characterise the intensity of the magnetic field of a given star with a
single number, I use the average of all the measurements of its mean magnetic
field modulus, H⇥av
av. This is justified by the fact that H⇥ depends little on
the geometry of the observation (the angle between the magnetic axis and the
line of sight), and that in most cases, its amplitude of variation is fairly small
compared to its average value.
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Channelled accretion onto strong B field
Free-falling, sphericallysymmetric gas:
B controls gas dynamics
when Pmag ~ Pfree fall:

[Romanova et al. 2003]
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Free-falling, sphericallysymmetric gas:
B controls gas dynamics
when Pmag ~ Pfree fall:

Channelled accretion onto strong B field
Rm – magnetospheric radius

µ=

3
B ⇤ R⇤

Free-falling, sphericallysymmetric gas:
B controls gas dynamics
when Pmag ~ Pfree fall:

BUT: diﬀerential
rotation between
star and disc
[Romanova et al. 2003]
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Field lines inflate and open,
severing connection to star
2

µ r
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r4

Differential rotation shears field
Torque on Star

B
generated
= anchor
< 1 in ionized
Field lines
toroidal field
Bp

disc

[Lovelace et al.,1995]
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Global Field Topology
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hat if the star and disk are rotating at
d if magnetic di†usion in the disk is comthan the hydrodynamic viscosity, then the
es will be wrapped up. This wrapping of
an azimuthal component, B . The inducÕ
thal eld increases the overall
magnetic
ven that the plasma above the disk is thin
e excess magnetic energy density (or magl work to ““ pu† out ÏÏ the eld lines con-

they may be thought of as e†ectively open in that it is
difficult to transfer magnetic stresses from the star to the
disk, and disk plasma has no easy magnetic access to the
star. LRBK go on to estimate the impact of the eld conguration shown in Figure 3 on accretion/torque relations.
LRBK do not describe the transient magnetic eld conguration associated with the expansion, but it will be
shown in following sections that the expansion process itself
drives an outÑow. As the loops that connect the star to the
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Global Field Topology

Open Stellar
Field
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GM⇤
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Open Disk
Field

Rm depends on Corotation radius:
Keplerian disc rotation =
stellar spin

Closed
Magnetosphere

netic eld con guration close to the star, as predicted by LRBK. The eld has three [Lovelace
distinct regions
closed stellar magnetosphere, an
et al.: a1995]
eld, and an e†ectively open stellar eld. Note that plasma attached to open disk eld lines has no magnetic access to the star.
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Dynamic picture of
accretion/outflow
supported by
simulations
Uncertainties:
• How much field
reconnects?
• How quickly can field
diffuse through disc?
• How is an outflow
launched? how much
material is expelled?
e.g. Miller & Stone 1997, Hayashi
et al. 1996, Goodson et al. 1997,
Romanova, Lovelace, Ustyugova,
Lii et al. 2002-2013, Zanni &
Ferreira 2013
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Romanova et al. 2009

Dynamic picture of
accretion/outflow
supported by
simulations
Uncertainties:
• How much field
reconnects?
• How quickly can field
diffuse through disc?
• How is an outflow
launched? how much
material is expelled?
Need FULL MHD
Romanova et al. 2009
e.g. Miller & Stone 1997, Hayashi
SIMULATIONS to answer these
et al. 1996, Goodson et al. 1997,
questions: stellar B field interacts
Romanova, Lovelace, Ustyugova,
with MRI in disk: these now
Lii et al. 2002-2013, Zanni &
possible (Romanova et al. 2012)
Ferreira 2013
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Rm > Rcorot:
• Angular momentum is added
to the disc
• Spin-down of the star
• Expelled outflow (?)

“Propeller”

Centrifugal barrier to accretion
Rm > Rcorot: star spins faster than disc – ‘propeller’

Illarianov & Sunyaev
(1975)
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vs.
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Spruit & Taam (1993); D’Angelo & Spruit (2010)

Centrifugal barrier to accretion
Rm > Rcorot: star spins faster than disc – ‘propeller’

vs.
Illarianov & Sunyaev
(1975)

Spruit & Taam (1993); D’Angelo & Spruit (2010)

Most gas is not necessarily
expelled!
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Accretion discs without accretion
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R

Dead disc: angular momentum
added by disc-field interaction
carried out through disc
(Sunyaev & Shakura, 1977)
Mass is stored in disc
around Rm
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If relative velocity between
disc and star is not large
(rm<1.3 rc): not enough
energy to expel gas
PK ~ Pspin

Episodic Accretion Bursts
Centrifugal
barrier piles up
gas near Rcorot...
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R

...which eventually
accretes onto the
star as an outburst

Examples of accretion bursts
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Storing matter
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[D’Angelo & Spruit, 2012]
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Can this mechanism
(angular momentum
transfer to disc)
explain observed variability
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Accretion Variability in Young Stars
EX Lupi
TTauri star with outburst every 2-3yrs
- 2008 outburst: x100 increase in
luminosity V 10 mag (quiescent: 13-14)
- Duration ~300 days

D’Angelo & Spruit (2012)

Juhasz et al. 2012
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Qualitative agreement with
D’Angelo & Spruit (2010, 2012)
model: accretion rate, burst shape,
burst duration, recurrence time
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TTauri star with outburst every 2-3yrs
- 2008 outburst: x100 increase in
luminosity V 10 mag (quiescent: 13-14)
- Duration ~300 days

D’Angelo & Spruit (2012)

Juhasz et al. 2012
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Qualitative agreement with
D’Angelo & Spruit (2010, 2012)
model: accretion rate, burst shape,
burst duration, recurrence time
EXors: extreme of common
behaviour? [Lorenzetti+ 2012]
New IR variability surveys
[Scholz 2012]
Similar behaviour in other sources:
V2492 Cyg, [Hillenbrand+ 2013]
V1647 Ori [Mosoni + 2013]

Accreting ms X-ray Pulsars
• Transient X-ray binaries (Lx 1032-1038
ergs/s)

• Neutron star host with small magnetic
fields (108-109 G) and coherent
pulsations (proof of magnetospheric
accretion); sometimes transient
pulsations (Aql X-1)
• Except for coherent pulsations,
resemble Atoll sources (NS hosts with
undetected fields): suggest disc
truncation could be common
(especially at low accretion rates)
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Strong 1 Hz modulation in outburst tail of
several outbursts
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Weak Recurrent Outbursts?

man et al.

New evidence for dead disc:
weak, rapidly recurring
outbursts
Gas remains in inner disc during
brief quiescence
IGR J00291+5934 (Hartman et
al. 2011)

Hartman et al., 2011
Fig. 1.— The RXTE PCA light curve of the 2008 outbursts from
IGR J00291+5934. The horizontal dotted line shows the estimated
contribution from the nearby intermediate polar V709 Cas.

Interplay between
instability
and
We ionization
derived outburst light
curves using only
PCU 2,
which was active throughout all the observations. We fit
each observation
with an absorbed
blackbody plus power
disc-field
interaction
law model using XSPEC and the latest PCA response
matrix (version 11.7) to estimate the 2.5–25 keV flux
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NGC 6440 X-2 shows similar
behaviour
(Heinke et al. 2010)
Reflares in SAX J1808.4-3658
Persistent NS sources?

Long-term Evolution of a Dead Disc
What happens when accretion rate decreases?
Propeller: disc is expelled; Rm moves far from Rcorot
Dead Disc: inner disc stays near Rcorot – spin-down can
continue indefinitely

Relevant Timescale:
ratio of viscous and
spin-down
timescale in the disc
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Spin down efficiency I: Disc Size
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Large disc:
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spin-down
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Spin down Efficiency II: “Stiffness” in the disc
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Figure 4. The evolution from an accreting to a non-accreting disc, for increasing (top to bottom) ratios of Tvisc /TSD (with ∆r/rin = 0.1, ∆r2 /rin = 0.04).
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lus, H⇥av . This is justified by the fact that H⇥ depends little on
try of the observation (the angle between the magnetic axis and the
ht), and that in most cases, its amplitude of variation is fairly small
to its average value.

Ap stars are slow rotators: residual dead discs?

Final spin rate depends on
initial disc conditions
(inclination, disc size, effective
viscosity)
Could (qualitatively) explain
observed spin rates of Ap
stars

(Mathys
2008)
Observed
average
of
the
mean
magnetic
field
modulus
against rotation
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Ap stars are slow rotators: residual dead discs?

Final spin rate depends on
initial disc conditions
(inclination, disc size, effective
viscosity)
Could (qualitatively) explain
observed spin rates of Ap
stars

Slowest
Rotators are
binaries (sink for
stellar angular
momentum)

Spin periods
span > 4 orders
of magnitude

(Mathys
2008)
Observed
average
of
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mean
magnetic
field
modulus
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Accreting Compact Binaries at low luminosity
Unknown how accretion works at
low accretion rates
(‘Radiatively-Inefficient Flows’)
Accretion flows in XRB

Neutron star vs. Black Hole:
boundary (surface of star) and magnetic field (truncates disk)

43

Fig. 23 Two spectral states of an atoll 4U 1705–44 from RXTE. The panels show
unfolded and unabsorbed X-ray spectra, together with the best-fitting models extrapolated below the lower PCA bandwidth limit (3 keV) in order to demonstrate
the soft component. (a) the hard (island) state (observation id. 40051-03-12-00)
fitted by a blackbody (dotted red curve), its thermal Comptonization (dashed
blue) with reflection (dash-dot green). (b) the soft (banana) state (observation id.
40051-03-14-00) fitted by a disc blackbody (dotted red), thermal Comptonization
of unseen seed photons hotter than the disc (dashed blue) and reflection (dash-dot
green).

Magnetospheric accretion can be used
to test RIAFs
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Radiatively-Inefficient Accretion Flows and magnetic fields
disk

GM Ṁ
13/7
Lx /
/ Ṁ
3
8⇡R
surface

Lx / Ṁ
For same accretion rate,
RIAFs much dimmer
than thin disks

A RIAF is barely bound:
easier to drive outflow
(propeller)
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For disks truncated by magnetosphere,
luminosity mostly determined by
material falling onto star

Cen X-4 and quiescent LMXBs: Accretion puzzles at low M

(Bernardini et al. 2013)

UVW1 [c/s]

X−ray [c/s]

‘Quiescent’ NS:
Rapid
variability
and
X-ray
32
33
Lx emission
~ 10 of -10
erg/sof accretion and reprocessing 5
V correlation in the quiescent
Cen X-4, evidence
spectrum suggests
continued accretion in
0.2
“strong propeller” regime
0.1
(assuming B~108G,
0
35
L
x ~ 10 erg/s)
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

V [c/s]

0.8
0.6
0.4
40

60
80
Time since 2012−05−01 07:47:32.44 [days]

From magnetosphere +
hard surface assumption,
could constrain RIAF
models (e.g. outflow vs.
ADAF)

100

Many NS remain persistently accreting at low rates: could a dead disk
inhibit transition to RIAF?

urves for Cen X-4 in three different energy ranges. 0.3–10 keV, X-ray (top), UVW1, 2600Å (center) and V, 5468Å (bottom). For plotting
ted the reference time as 2012-05-01 07:47:32.44 UTC, which corresponds to the second Swift pointing. The only two pointings which are
rrespond to t= 0 d and t= −2066.8 d.

09,Thursday,
and reference
therein). The structure function is
January 23, 14

longer than the inspected physical process, connected to each other

Cen X-4 and quiescent LMXBs: Accretion puzzles at low M

extremely unlikely (requires
109G and P ~ 2.4 ms)

0.6
0.4
0.2

(Bernardini et al. 2013)
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rrespond to t= 0 d and t= −2066.8 d.
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RIAF vs. Thin Disk
• larger Rin than for thin disk (easier for
field to ‘push back’)
• Inhibit field advection (needed to launch
jet)
• Stronger outflows (flow barely bound)
• Block pulsations from surface, obscure
radio emission in quiescence
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Conclusions
Rm > Rcorot does not
always result in
‘propeller’ solution: dead
discs are possible
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Figure 3. Instability map in [ṁ, ∆r/rin ], keeping ∆r2 /rin = 0.014
fixed. The shaded regions denote unstable simulations. The instability occurs in two nearly disconnected regions of the parameter space.In this
slice, one (RI) is present over a large range in ∆r/rin and ṁ, the other
in a small region in ∆r/rin at ṁ ! ṁc (RII).

X-ray and UV correlation in the quiescent emission of Cen X-4, evidence of accretion and reprocessing
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Figure 5. The accretion instability in RII, the second instability region for
∆r/rin = 0.05 and ṁ = 1.05ṁc . The instability only manifests around
ṁ ! ṁc , but occurs over a large range in ∆r2 /rin , the transition length
between accreting and non-accreting states. Unlike the RI instability, the accretion rate never drops to zero during the quiescent phase of the instability.
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in which the accretion rate drops to zero. The duty cycle for the instability depends on all three parameters, decreasing significantly
as the mean accretion rate drops (and mass takes longer to accumulate to power another cycle). The outburst profile generally takes
the shape of a relaxation oscillator, with an initial accretion peak
followed by a tail of much lower amplitude accretion. Additionally,
during the long phase of the outburst suboscillations sometimes appear in the accretion profile. These suboscillations have a much
higher frequency than the overall burst, and appear to be the second instability (RII) superimposed on the outburst while the mean
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Figure 1. Light curves for Cen X-4 in three different energy ranges. 0.3–10 keV, X-ray (top), UVW1, 2600Å (center) and V, 5468Å (bottom). For plotting
purposes we selected the reference time as 2012-05-01 07:47:32.44 UTC, which corresponds to the second Swift pointing. The only two pointings which are
not plotted here correspond to t= 0 d and t= −2066.8 d.

